
RID®’s high performing Repellent + Antiseptic acts to both repel and prevent 
inflammation giving you longer lasting protection against mosquitoes that 

may carry Ross River Virus and Dengue.

Repels

Mosquitoes Flies Ticks LeechesFleas

High performing 2 in 1 for double the protection

60mL & 100mL Roll-on Milk 150g Aerosol Spray

+ Buy now+ Buy now + Buy now

100mL Pump Spray

Tropical Strength keeps you covered for longer.

Tropical Strength + Antiseptic

Biting MidgeSandflies



About the range

+ Contains 19.5% DEET at safe levels to effectively repel for 6 hours. 

+ Formulated with Antiseptic to reduce inflammation and assists to prevent infection 
caused by insect bites.

+ Designed to be applied as a FIRST AID as a BEFORE and AFTER bite medication. 

+ Repels against mosquitoes that may carry Ross River Virus and Dengue.* 

+ Approved by the Australian Government Authority, Australian Pet & Veterinary Medicine 
Association (APVMA). 

+ Combined with a fly repellent effective against files, gnats, tsetse flies, ants and lice.  

+ No touch application in handy size bottle Verified by Independent Laboratory test*.

+ PETA-friendly, NOT tested on animals medication. 

+ 5 Year Shelf Life. 

+ Aussie Owned and Made since 1956.
 

+ Australia’s first DEET based personal insect repellent and is the only exclusive skin-friendly 
multi-purpose insect repellent.

Tropical Strength range reviews

More than 6 hours’ worth!
“I bought the strongest tropical strength to use in Malaysia. The result was fantastic. I had 

not bitten by mosquito once during my 10-day trip and I was often outdoors! On top of that, I 
hadn’t had mosquito netting installed in my rooms then so there was also a big chance that 
I’d get bitten inside my rooms. Anyway, I also applied this product on my son’s sensitive skin 
and he never had any reactions. Nope, no mosquito bites on his body either. I actually think 

it’s more than 6 hours’ worth. � It’s a keeper for sure. ”
24th June, 2011 – Michelle C., Mymakeupreviews.blogspot.com, Kuala Lumpur, MALAYSIA

Keeps me bite free
“I purchased some RID tropical roll on whilst I was in Australia and found it to be a brilliant 
product. It is the only product that I have found in over 20 years that keeps me BITE FREE.”

Phil Masterton, UNITED KINGDOM

The only insect repellent you should pack
“RID is quite simply the only insect repellent you should pack for your safari or adventure 

holiday! It has always been our mantra at The Safari Store to only stock the ultimate travel 
and safari products, products we choose to travel with as they are simply the best. We have 
been searching for some time now for the ultimate insect repellent. We knew all along what 

we were looking for, but did not believe that we would find a repellent that actually works 
against mosquitoes, but which also repels the Spitfire of the insect world, the tsetse fly.”

Steve Adams, The Safari Store, UNITED KINGDOM

Material Safety Data Sheets

100ml Roll-on Milk

100ml Pump Spray

150g Aerosol Spray

Product information

Tropical + Antiseptic range information sheet




